Attention: Skills Development Provider

Occupational Qualification Re-alignment

The SASSETA ETQA invites skills development providers to participate in the Occupational Qualification re-alignment for a Scoping meeting scheduled as follows:

1. Close Protection - Qualification ID: 58696 NQF Level 5, scheduled
   07 and 08 August 2017.

   14 and 15 August 2017.

You are encourage to attend the Scoping meeting and participate, as your contribution in shaping the qualifications is of utmost importance and is highly appreciated.

For more information on details of the scoping meetings contact:

1. Close Protection Qualification: Ms. Rivalani Nukeri tel. 011 087 5518 or
   rnukeri@sasseta.org.za
2. General Security Practices Qualification: Mr. Mandla Sihlangu tel. 011 087 5512 or
   msihlangu@sasseta.org.za

Yours Sincerely

Ms/A M Matlala
ETQA: Head of Department